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1. Bread, and more of the good things of life, for
themselves and for their loved ones;
2. Freedom;
3. Respect, as human beings made in the image of
God;
4. Purpose for living. (This is largely an undefined
OUACHITA COLLEGE, July 31.-In the comfort of
air-conditioned buildings on this Christian college campus and unconscious longing, he said.)
Communism is aware of these basic desires and has
a representative group of Ar~ansas pastors and. church
leaders have taken a look this week at the current world been able to make phenomenal progress in the past 50
crisis. And what we hav~ seen, under the leadership of years by promising to meet the needs of people in crisis.
Dr. T. B. Maston, Dr. James Leo Garrett, Ouachita Pres- But can communism fulfill its promises? D,r. Maston asked.
ident Ralph A. Phelps Jr., and others, has been in sharp It can do something about providing bread and offers
contrast to our lovely surroundings.
purpose for living, after its own designs, but can not
It is the studied opinion oi Dr. Maston, who taught provide freedom or respect for the individual, he added.
Christian Ethics at Southwestem Seminary, Ft. Worth, One of the hopes of the Western world is that commufor 4 I years, that the cu'rrent world crisis is the greatest nism cannot keep its promises to the world's people, he
·
revolution since the Renaissance and the Reformation. said.
And he declar~s that our r~cial crisis here in the United
Looking at some of the sources or causes for the
States is a part of the world crisis.
(Continued on page 3)
Pointing to the fact that the masses of the world are
on the move, Dr. Maston cited the unprecedented dissolution of the British empire. Only 15 years ago, he

!EDITOR'S NOTEBOOKI

The world crtsts

IN TillS ISS.UE:

A VITAL link with the world of Baptists beyond the
local church and association-that's what Dr. C. R. Daley,
editor of the Western Recorder, calls the Baptist state
paper. We're reprinting his editorial and ask that you read
through it on the next page.
>If<

>If<

>If<

SOUTHERN Baptist churches will see a revolutionary
new approach to Christian education this fall. A full report .on the integrated program is on page 5.
>If<

>If<

>If<

LIVING just to die? We are here to serve and let death
take care of itself . .J. 1. Cossey gives us one 9f his most
thought-provoking columns on page 9. He also gives you
a formula to find out just how many more years you have
to live.

(Left to right) Dr. James Leo Garrett, Southern Sem1:nary; Dr. T. B. Maston, Southwestern
Seminary; Dr. Ralph A. Phelps Jr., Ouachita College.
reminded us, the British governed 640,000,000 'people in
Asia and Africa. Today, 600,000,000 of these are no longer under the British flag, having become independent.
In 1957, just seven years ago, there were only seven independent nations in all of Africa, he said, as compared
with 35 today. In one year, he reminded, 15 new and
independent African nations were admitted to United
Natjons membership.
Formerly, the great, underprivileged masses of the
world were in despair, but tod<;1y they are desperate, Dr.
Maston continued. They are bound to continue to advance to ·claim their rightful place in the world and any
who try to stop them will be run over, he said. ''How
much better off we would be here in America if we
would open our eyes to reality and face the inevitable,"
he added.
What do -the milling masses want? Dr. Maston says
they want four things:
Page Two
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State paper needed
T HE need for Baptists to be informed and inspired
by taking and reading the Baptist state paper was stressed
recently in Western Recorder, officiaf organ for Kentucky
Baptists, by the paper's editor, Dr: C. R. Daley.
Since most of what Editor Daley has to say about
the Kentucky paper holds also for our paper here in
Arkansas, we are passing on to you his message. Under
the topic, ''The State Paper Deserves Consideration,"
Editor Daley wrote:
Self forgetfulness is admirable everywhere and
especially in a state paper. Week after week the Western
R ecorder tries to advance the causes in which Southern
Baptists are trying to serve the Lord. Seldom do we talk
about our own needs.
Now the time has come to share at least one problem
wi th fellow Kentucky Baptists. This is the need of getting
the paper into more Kentucky Baptist homes. For thi~
we are almost completely dependent upon Kentucky
Baptist chu~ches which will see the value of the paper
and send it to every family in the congregation.
This is easier said than done. It's a strange sort of
financial condition most churches find themselves in
today. Times are not hard economically and church
income in most places is increasing slightly. The troU'ble
with churches is the same trouble we experience in most
of our family budgets. Our needs and wants . increase
faster than our ·resources.
Most churches have or are building new faciliti~ ana
are heavily in debt for them. This obligation has to be
paid first. Salaries of pastors and other staff members
are increasing year after year as they should. Many churches are add ing new staff members. The increase in givi~g
ordinarily is not keeping up with the increase-in spending
and something has to go.
.
W hy is the victim so oft~n the state paper? For one
thing it is considered by too many an extra or a luxury.
It is not required in the same way a building and a
Sunday School qu arterly are required for a Sunday School
class or a preacher for the pulpit. It's harder to understand the need for something behind . the scene than
something in obvious sight.
To cut a pastor's salary is almost inconceivable. To
do without Sunday School literature would be unthinkable and not to meet a payment on a building debt
would be embarrassing. All these things are visible and
are even sometimes a source of pride. But to di:op the
Western ·Recorder from the budget or severely cut the
list of those receiving it is done too often without
blinking.
What is overlooked is that the ~inistry of the denominational paper is very effective though not measurable like Sunday School attendance or a Sunday offering. Small good is an adequate building and even
AUGUST 6, 1964

statistical success without church members with some
deRth. A new building will stimulate interest temporarily
but over the long haul only informed, interested and
committed members will make a church which truly
serves the Lord. This is the objective of the state paper's
ministry.
It doesn't quite add up that the church that can
afford a multiple staff, expensive buildings and other
modern equipment running into tens of thousands of
dollars expenditure annually cannot find a few hundred dollars a year for the state paper. In a small
church whicl~ not only has no staff members but often
not even a resident pastor, the ministry of the state
paper is more needed. It affords the only opportunity
for a vital link with the world of Baptists beyond the
local church and association.
No Kentucky Baptist can be. proud of our being on
the very bottom of all Southern Baptist states in per
capita giving. It's not ,due to our proverty because we
are far from the bottom in per capita income. The
main reason- for this poor record is uninformed, uninterested members of our churches. One of the explanatioils of this condition is the lack of a regular diet of
such information as is found in the state paper. We
trust pastors, deacons and finance committee members
will remember this when next year's budget is recommended.

Editor's Notebook
l Continued from page 2)

world crisis, Dr. Maston listed:
1. Technological development that has brought the
people of the world closer together. (What happens here
is known almost immediately to people in the most remote parts of the earth.)
Impact of the western culture. Western nations
have gone around the world seeking raw materials and
markets and inevitably they have taken their basic concepts of life with them. The masses in the underprivileged nations today are taking seriously the concepts
which made our way of life but in which so many of our
own people no longer have faith.
. •
3. The Christian missionary movement. The masses
have heard from our missionaries and have read in the
Bible .that man was created in the image of God-not
just white men, but all men. They have had their eyes
opened as they have learned that God is no respecter of
persons, thflt Christ died for all men, that ·the soul of
one man-any man-is worth more than all the things
of the world.
4. Communism. Because of its promises to desperate
people.
5. Could it be that God himself is on the mO\·e \ir.h
the masses, seeking to accomplish his will in w e ·or :
(We will have more on the world cri i next -
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ETTERS
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The Cover

THE

the_people SPEAK
~-~-~--~~~------~~-~-~ ..~---

THE spelling and sentence structure in thill
department are those of the writers. The only
editing of letters to the editor is the writing of
headlines and, occasionally, deletion of parts that
are not regarded as essential.

Baptist education
SOUTHERN Baptists 'are to be congratulated for their vision in establishing six graduate schools to• train
pastors and other workers for our
churches; namely, Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky; Southwestern Bap.tist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas; New
Orleans Bap.tist Theological Seminary,
New Orleans, Louisiana; Golden Gate
Baptist Theological Seminary, Mill Valley, Californi!l; Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Wake Forest,
North Carolina; and Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Kansas City,
Missouri. There is no question but
what
these
schools
have
been
responsible for the growth of Southern
Baptists, and they will determine our
growth in the future; We put millions
of dollars each year into training
thousands of our fine young people to
minister in and through our churches.
Southern Baptists have been late in
seeing the need to put money into the
training of dedicated young men and
women who want to teach in our Baptist colleges. We do not need one large
Baptist university to train all of our
prospective teachers for our Baptist
colleges, but we do need hundreds .of
thousands of dollars to help Baptist
young people go on with graduate work
in the many fields in which they will
teach.
There is no reason why we should
not help a young Bap.tist man or
woman to complete his doctor's program in science, history, English, etc.,
if he would agree to teach a certain
number' of years in one of our Southern Baptist colleges. This program could
be headed up in the office of the Education Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention.
We need to wake up to the seriousness of the need for dedicated Baptist
professors in every department of our
colleges. The demands for Baptist
teachers with doctorates in the fields
in which they teach are already beyond
supply, and this will become more acute
in the next decade. It is time that we
show some of the same vision in
relation to this problem that we have
to the need for training ministers in
our six seminaries. -Eugene N. Patterson President, Grand Canyon College.
Page Four
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Mintz to Memphis
SINCE I am leaving Arkansas, please
allow me to use this letter as a means
to thank all of those who were so ·
kind and considerate to me during the
time which I was with you.
After eight years, I am returning to
Memphis, Tennessee. I have accepted a
call to be Minister of Music and Education at Southmoor church in the
southeastern part of the city.
;My life will be much richer and
fuller because of the marvelous fellowship that I had with Arkansas Baptists
and because of the many friends I
became acquainted with along the way.
- Mel Mintz

Add honor roll
IN the July 16 issue of the Arkansas
Baptist you published a list of the
Honor Roll for the Spring Semester for
Ouachita Baptist College. We inadvertently ommitted the name of Miss Mary
Anita Wood, 114 North Seventh Street,
West Helena, Arkansas, from the list.
We regret this very much, and we hop.e
that you can correct it.-Mrs. Laurie
Rodgers, Registrar, Ouachita Baptist
College, Arkadelphia

Revivals
SECOND Church, Monticello,
Sept. 14-20; Bill H. Lewis, pastor;
Ben Rowell, First Church, Crawfordsville, evangelist; Red Johnson, Mountain Home, singer.
SECOND Church, Hot Sprlngs,
Sept. 21-27; Walter Yeldell, pastor~ Bill ll. Lewis, pastor, Second
'Church, Monticello, evangelist.
CALVARY Church, Tuscumbia, Ala., Oct. 5-11; Lynwood
Hender-son, pastor; Bill H. Lewis,
pastor, Second Church, Monticello, evangelist; Red Johnson,
Mountain Home, singer.
VIMEY RIDGE Chureh, June
21-28; Walter K. Ayers, evimgelist; tent revival; 10 conversions; Wendall Ross, pastor.
ORCHARD HILL Church, Garland, Tex., July 5-12; tent revival;
22 .additions, 11 by baptism: Wal-

Pritchell Hall
. RIDG-ECREST, N. C.PRITCHELL HALL at Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly is a new
landmark on an old f'tite. Formal
dedication of the new multi-pur' pose building was held July 29
preceding the semiannual meeting of the Sunday School Board's
58-member elected board.
The first Pritchell Hall, a hotel
of colonial design, was built in
1914 and razed in 1962 to make
way for the pre.sent structure.
Pritchell Hall was planned and
designed by the Board's ~hu~ch
architecture department and the
, architectural firm The Six Associates of Ashevi!l~. N. C.-Photo
by DuPuy
ter K. Ayers, evangelist; Arthur
Frey, singer; Dickson Rial, pastor.
CENTRAL Church, North Little Rock, July 12-19; Dr. C. Gordon Bayless, pastor; Hubert Dungan, singer; Walter K. Ayers,
evangelist; 6 conversions; 3 by
letter.
PFEIFER Community mission
revival, Batesville; R. A. Hill,
s t a t e missionary evangelist ;
Doyne Robertson, music director ;
R. A. Bone; pastor of Calvary
Church, Batesville, mission sponsor; .9 professions of faith; 3 b.}
statement. ·
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New education angle for ,churches
RIDGECREST, N. C.-A revolutionary new appro~ch to Christian education will make its ap- ·
pearance this fall in Southern
Baptist churches throughout the
United States. The approach calls
for each church to draft its program of Christian education based
on the needs of that church and its
community.
Instruction in the approach for
more than 1800 Baptist leaders in
churches, associations and state
Baptist conventions east of the
Mississippi River was completed
at the Southern Baptist Convention asse;mbly here. Similar weeklong instruction was provided ·earlier at Glorieta ( N. M.) Baptist
Assembly for edueation leaders
and pastors in the western United
States.
Providing the instruction were
representatives of the SBC Sunday School Board, and Brotherhood Commission, and Woman's
Missionary Union, convention
auxiliary.
In the old educational approach,
the five organizations in churches
-Sunday school, Training Union,
Brotherhood, Woman's Missionary
Union and Musie-each developed
organizational programs which
often had little relationship with
each other.
In the new approach, a church
will selee<t goals based on its most
critical needs.· In turn, its educational organizations will select
program goals which will reach
comlm.on church goals.
Under the old concept, churches
chose cafeteria style from educational materials provided by
these three agencies of the Southern Baptist Convention. The organizations will continue to select
from the materials but with an
eye to meeting the needs they find
in the church and community.
Denominational leaders
described the difference between
the eld and new concept this way :
Under the old educational aPAUGUST 6, 1964

it belongs."
Howse, with his assistant W. 0.
Th<Xmason, also of Nashville, are
the authors of the educational
programing process which has
been in the development stage for
four years.
The process was developed after
the 33,000 churehes iri the Southern Baptist Convention asked its
agencies to streamline their operations to eliminate duplication and
overlapping. Another benefit of
this new concept, Howse said,, is
that it makes clear that organizations--Sunday school, -Training
Union, Brotherhood, Woman's
· Missionary Un'ion and Musicare resources of the church and
are not entities in themselves.

proach, churches sometimes felt
denominational agencies heavily
influenced and occasionally "dictated"
a
church's
program
through its materials. Under the
new approach, the agencies will
help the churches in drafting their
educational programs and provide
the materials resources from them.
Another aspect of the approach
is the use of long-range planning.
Here is the way a church may
put the new concept into practice. First step is for a church to
look at itself in light of its scriptural purpose and determine its
objectives. Next, the chur.ch Oregon-Washington
should $earch out its needs and
PORTLAND, Ore.-The executhose of the community. Based
on the objectives and the needs, tive board of the Baptist Generthe church should select goals al Convention of Oregon-Washingwhich meet those 1 two require- ton set here a Cooperative Proments.
· gram budget proposal for 1965 of
Once the church goals are set, $211,200.
'
the educational organizations,
This compares with the present
through a planning group, are year's Cooperative Program budgasked to set goals based on their et of $197,400. The 19 per cent of
tasks assigned by the church. To 1965 Cooperative Program funds
reach the organizational goals, to go to the Southern Baptist Conthe planning group will select vention is an increase over the 18
activities for the mtl!mbers to per- per cent provided by the 1964
budget.
fomn.
The executive board's budget
The planning group also will
select the resources it needs figures are subject to approval by
to carry out the activities and the convention during its session
choose the church leaders who this .fall in Madras, Ore.
The total convention budget, inshould direct the projects.
DenominatiOnal leaders said the cluding Cooperative Program renew progra;ming process met with ceipts from the churches and alsuccess generally at the two con- lowances from SBC agencies for
ferences. However, there was some jointly sponsored work, will
dissent. One preacher feared the amount to $318,624 next year, acnew process would increase the cording to the proposal.
number of meetings in the church.
W. L. Howse, Nashville, the direc- Visiting professor at Southern
tor of the program division of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-Dr. W. T.
Sunday School Board, gave this
explanation : "While there may be Edwards Jr., associate professor
more inside work at first, it wiJl of religion at Howard College,
ultimately mean that church peo- Birmingham, Ala., will serve as
ple will be spending more time visiting professor of New T
ministering to the community out ment Interpretation at Southern
d
where the people are. It also will Seminary here during the put the responsibility of program- semester of the next acade ·e
ing back into the churches where year.
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achievement in ever widening
areas of the world without surrendering the role of the adequate
wife and the worthy mother.-Herein lies today's woman's major
assignment.
Gratitude alone would dictate
QUESTION: "I read your col- loyalty to the One who rightly
umn and I am interested in the positionized womanhood.
trend of your ipeas and your
I am acquainted with that
philosophy.
which Robert Elliot Fitch has
"Aren't you just a voice crying called The Decline and Fall of
in the wilderness?
Sex. I get the meaning of his
"Do you not know that think- intepretation in symbols and pose
ing about woman's place in the of a picture of Ernest Hemingworld has changed? Why do you way, released by the press after
try to move against the current of Hemingway had escaped from the
new fr~edom of thought. and prac- crash of an airplane in Africa :
" . . . Hemingway was flaunting
tice in sex?"
ANSWER: Your honest con- the two tokens of spiritual emancern that my ideas and attitudes cipation: liquor and sex."
I am not altogether ignorant
should be brought into line with
the trends of our day is appre- concerning Freud, Dr. Alfred
Kinsey, Tennessee Williams, and
ciated.
I arr.. humbled that you should others.
I have read Elinor Glyn's digest
apply to my efforts the definitive
terminology applied to one whose of the matter, romantically exmission was to prepare the way pressed by having her heroine say
for and point people to "the Lamb such things as: " . . . how small
seem the puny conventions of the
of God."
Yes, I am aware of the new day, world . . . Immoral! It is so
I am challenged and thrilled with quaint a word . . . "
I have listened w~th unfeigned
the complex privilege of being a
woman in today's world. I feel the interest as a collegiate sophistiexcitement of life in an era that cate explained to me the naivete
is gradually removing the barriers of restrictions and reversal of the
and discriminatio~s that would natural involved in living by moral
restrict my sex from complete standards.
I have heard with sympathy
fulfillment of its ambitions and
purposes. I rejoice to be a part those who complain that they had
of the intricate responsibility to to get away from strict parents,
accept opportunities for maximum smothering church attitudes, gosPage Six

jpy neighborhoods lacking ·
under ·tanding in order· to ha
fun in life ...
Yes, let me respond with a
surance that I am "in touch wi
reality."
That same realtty has brough
to me, in addition to incident!
already mentioned, such experi·
ences as weeping with certain
young people who had sufferec
disillusionment .and heartbrea~
along the pathway of "abolitior
of character, intelligence, m«;)rals
and mC\res ;" hearing withou
harsh judgment the plaintive cr~
of one who said to me, "After :
decided to stop being different
and go with the crowd, I woul<
come in from dates feeling ver~
dirty. I so much ·want to fee
clean and right again!"
Dr. Fitch, who earned degree:
at Yale University, Union Theol
ogical Seminary, and Columbil
University, has a refreshing wore
at the close of ~is penetrating ap
praisal of the sex mood of ou:
generation. Referring to Alfre<
Harbage's defense of Shakespeare
he faces inevitable questions aris
ing from those who insist tha
the self is sex:
"How did he ever get any fm
out of life?"
"What could be ever find t1
write about?"
Then he speaks of Harbage'
reminding his readers that th
fun he found in life is "the fu:
to be found in life itself i:
its normal round ·of work an1
recreation and activity. It is th
' fun of courtship, of the family, o
fighting, and of festivity. It i
the horribly wholesome."
I would not repress the que~
tionings of youth; nor would
impose upon them the standard!
mores, culture of another ~enera
tion. But I would bear testimon
to what observation, a listenin
ear, and experience have taugb
me. It is this: Outward appeat
ances notwithstanding, the wholE
some way is the happy way.

~ a#.-t.Lt.J.Mrs. J. H. Street
P. 0. Box 853
New Orleans Baptist Seminary
3939 Geiltilly Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana
ARKANSAS BAPTI

ollege days --

They ain't wh at
they used to bel
''waist," t he fit of her suit and
her general carriage.
"The dress provided for eveB Y GRACIE HATFIELD ning wear and school entertainments should be bl'ack and should
not be of elaborate material and
I
it must not be low enough in .the
GRACIE
neck to offend the most critical
Material source : BAPTIST
tastes," advised Mr. Conger. "DeADVANCE, 1912, 1913, 1916.
collete styles, irr idescent ornaWHEN August r olls around, ments and elaborate materials
t he American mind focuses on have no place in any girl's wardSeptember and the beginning of a robe," he addtld.
school term . .Clothing merchandisI'm wondering what they wore
ers capitalize on this interest by for their gay week-end get-togethpushing fall "Campus Bound" ers. Every Saturday night, the
fashions. Many of the larger dean held corridor meetings to
stores even have college boards, "discuss table etiquette, health
groups of college girls who serve rules and other homemaking topthe customers as fashion consult- ics."
ants.
College Boards were probably "Grace, Strength, Intelligence . . ."
unheard of in 1916-but collegeA 1913 advertisement described
bound students still needed some Conway as the "educational mecadvice on what kinds of clothes ca of Ar kansas." Students at
they would need for campus ASTC and Hendrix were lucky
wear. Before the opening of the enough to have the opportunity to
fall term af Central College in absorb some of the educational
Conway, President J. W. Conger atmosphere, too!
wrote a word of fashion advice to
Everyone connected with the
"mothers who were thinking about school was graceful and the epittheir daughters' college ward- ome of womanhood. It was "a serobe."
lect school where the shy, awk·
Mr. Conger felt that a college ward gir l develops into the gra.
wardrobe should be neither frivo- cious, graceful woman."
The teachers were "graceful,
lous and extravagant, nor somber
or negligent. For school wear he cult ured and strong women. The
recommended simple dresses that " Mistress of Games" (P. E.
"should be modest in color, neat- teacher) was also strong and
ly made, and becoming in style." graceful.
The college uniform-"a beauCentral College's pur pose was
tiful dark brown coat suit and to return young ladies to their
hat to match"-was for church homes : "st rong, but not mascuand town wear. Mr. Conger add- line ; delicate but not effeminate;
ed, however, that a girl could •cultured, but not arrogant; pious,
show her individuality in this uni- but not pretentious; and scholaronn through the selection of her- ly, but not pedantic."
AUGUST 6, 1964

Ouachita
Central may have been located
in the educational mecca of Arkansas but Ouachita College made
the simple claim that it was located in a "quiet, religious town"
(Arkadelphia) .
Back in 1912, co-education was
one of Ouachita's big booster
points. "The ennobling inspirations of co-education are here to
be had. . . with the presence in
class of some of the strongest and
best girls from our Arkansa8
homes," reported the Baptist
Standard.
"Strongness" .must have been a
pretty popular quality back then.
In 1912 Ouachita boasted that
"the health conditions could
scarcely be better than they are
now." That very next year, Central advertised that there had been
no serious sickness at the school
in two years.
Ouachita didn't have a "Mistress of Games," but the school
claimed to have "the very best in
athletic equipment." This athletic
equipment consisted of 12 new
tennis courts, a new basketball
•c ourt for young ladies and a tenacre athletic field for college
games and sports.
Student Housing
The Young Ladies Home
(everything modern) accommodated 125 of Arkansas' "strongest,
,young women." The Industrial
Home located directly across from
the . President's Home and /under
the supervision of the President's
wife, admitted only "the older,
more settled students." Bet they
were strong, too!
Mild Discipline
At Ouachita, where emphasis
was placed upon scholarship, har d
work and morality, there was "a
· mild discipline that seldom demanded severe action." One of the
publicity pictures for the school
was captioned, "Ouachita students
going to chapel." Sounds real casual, doesn't it? One observer remarked that it looked like several
hundred students were being
marched- in three double lines o
the guillotine !
They called 'em the "good old
days ?"
Page Seve n

Baptist beliefs

B'eau. ~e,h•
tJ/ Ba,peut ';i/utM,
By BERNES K. SELPH , Th .D.
Pastor, 1st -- ~ap ti st Church, Ben ton

THE SIN OF TON GUES

Civil war d isrupts .
Baptist w t rk

BY HERSCHEL H . H OBBS

ARKANSAS Baptists faced
gloom and frustration during the
years 1860-1866.
The Con v ention met in Pine
B 1 u f f, October, 1860. The
year before had
been one of great
hopefulness a n d
plans. They had
voted to h e 1 p
build a church in ·
Little Rock. The
.
A.rkansas Baptist had been placed
on a firm financial basis. Rev.
J. F. H<..Jten had become associated with editor P. S. G. Watson.
Subscriptions had grown into
hundreds within a few months.
Prof. W. R. Trawick had raised
the endowment note for the college
to something like $75,000.

Past President, Southern Baptist Convention
First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
(JAMES 3 :8)

"BUT the tongue can no man
tame; it is an unruly evil, full of
deadly poison."
James is the
most
practical
writer in the New
Testament. H i s
emphasis
is
placed
on _the
practical expression
of
one's
Christian
faith.
And nowhere
DR. " 011 '
does 'he apply
this principle better than in his
words concerning the tongue.
Through the use of small instruments man is able to impose his
personality upon · things much
larger than he is. With a small
. bit he controls horses; by a small
rudder he causes ships to do his
bidding (Jas. 3 :3-4). But the
tongue, though a small member
' of his greater body, is quite
another matter (vv. 5-6). It is like
a small spark o:r flame which,
carelessly used, starts a conflagration of evil. Man has been able to
domesticate to his benevolent use
every kind of creature (v. 7).

"But the tongue no one is able t
tame" (v.S) .
And then James describes the
uncontrolled tongue. "It is an unruly evil." The word "unruly ·
should read "restless" or "vacillati)lg." The tongue is not necessarily "evil," only' when "it is se
on fire of hell [Gehenna] ·~ (v.
6). It is "full of deadly poison.''
It is a "death-bearing" or "deathbringing" poison. The figure i
that of a restless serpent. It i
potentially evil. ·Its fangs are
capable 0f inflicting "death-bearing poison." James envisions the
uncontrolled tongue as a deadly
asp. Its head is raised and restless.
It vacillates or turns from side
to
side. At the least provocation it
But 1860! That year was difis
ready
to strike out and sink its
ferent. It was a presidential elecdeadly
fangs
into its victim. And
tion year and excitement ran high.
wherever
it
strikes.
it brings death.
Four candidates were in the race.
Someone
said
that
in every man
If Mr. Lincoln won the nominais a black dog and a white dog .
. tion the South feared the slaves
And both try to bark out of the
would be emancipated and persame
mouth. Thus with the same
haps the so_uthern states put untongue
men "bless God" and
der military rule. Sectional dif"curse
men"
made in the likeness
ferences were \the topics of the
of
God
(v.
9). "Blessing and
day. The session at Pine Bluff was
cursing .. . sweet water and bittoo absorbed in war talk to give
ter" (vv. 10-11). Is it any wonder
much attention to denominational
.that
James says, "My brethren.
Bluff.
The
paper
ceased
publicamatters.
tion, May 1, of that year. Sub- these things ought not so to be"
But the Rev. E . . L. Compere scribers 'lost from one to seven (v. 10) ?
"The tongue can no man tame."
Messrs.
from Ft. Smith insisted that the months. subscriptions.
Convention meet in his city the Hooten and Watson .lost $3,000 in But God can. Only as the infinite
Personality of God masters our
, next year. By the time it met in the enterprise.
finite personalities can this be posOctober, 1861, Mr. Lincoln had
About all the session did, except sible. We would do well to place
been in the president's chair eight
months. Many companies of men talk, was to elect the same officers our tongues upon the altar of God.
had been formed in the state and for the next year. This was the For "if any man among you seem
last meeting of the convention un- to be religious, and bridleth not
the nation' bore a military air.
I'
til after the war. A few associa- his tongue, but deceiveth his own
The few brethren in attendance tions met during the war, and heart, this man's religion is vain"
found little to talk about denomi- only a few churches met regular- (Jas. 1 :26)--empty, useless, and
nationally. The college plans had ly. Everyone was fighting or sup- unproductive. And what is worse,
been virtually dropped at Pine porting a war.
it is destructive.
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I.e Road

The Bookshelf

MEASUREMENT
.BY

J. I.

COSSEY

hear a lot of talk today
the measurement of the
life. We all seem to want
· to live a long
1
time . ."And all the
days of Methuse' lab were nine
hundred s i x t y
and nine years:
and. he died!'
It seems that
he .just lived to
die. If MethuseMR. COSSEY
lab did not have
a nything to do but die, he lost a
lot of time. He might have saved
a lot of time by dying at 20.
It is not important how long a
man lives, but how much he lives.
It is not important how many
miles a man has put on his speedometer, qut what he has done,
that counts. A salesman will not·
permanently be kept on a big expense account if he never makes
a sale.
It may be true that Methuselah
lived a long time, just to die, but
today many of the best people apparently live just to retire. Some
one has well said, "It is more important to make a life than it is .
to make a living."
We are here to serve and let
death take care of itself. Wlh en one
lives right he will die right. When
one has made himself right with
God, he is ready to live and ready
to die.
'
Life is measured by successful
Jiving, which guarantees a successful death. Life insurance is not
collected until death. Retirement
should never take over until poor
health or feebleness has rendered
one unable to . pursue his life's
work. Wh-Eln an elderly person
quits work when he is still able
to work, he will die too soon.
What is life anyway? It is a
period of ti~e which is to be
used in "laying up treast:tres in
heaven." A deacon raised a good
family, three sons became preachers. He · "laid up treasures in
AUGUST 6, 1964

Dear editor:
Well i got my order off to
Nashville fer -them stuardship materials. I wuz relly
sprized how little they cost.
I got some other prices on
other folks stuardship materials an found out our own
Baptist stuff was cheeper an
a lot better to. It ain't often
ye get better stuff for less
money these days. I figer we
is alredy practicin good stuardship. The people' relly are
excited bout this Forward
Progrum. I think jest think'in bout it has helped raise a
lot df people's' sights bout
what we can do fer missions.
Some are even think we mite
be able to add a couple more
Sunday school rooms. Then we could get more people in
Sunday school an they could
give more an then we wood
give more. to missions. It jest
goes in a circle seems like. I
guess thets the way it~
sposed to work. I'll keep you
up to date on how we get
along.

The Bible and Archaeology, by J. A.
Thompson, Eerdmans, 1962, $5.95
A concise summary of the information now available for the study of the
Bible as a result of years of excavation
in Bible lands, is contained in this book.
The authQr is well qualified for the assignment,
having
studied
Biblical
archaeology for many years. He served
for some time as director of the
Australian Institute of Archaeology, in
Melbourne.
Divided into three divisions, the book
discusses "Archaeology and the Old Testament," "Archaeology and the PreChristian Centuries," and "Archaeology
and the New Testament."

I Believe in God: A Meditation on The
Apostles' Creed, by Paul Claudel,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963
~~
'
A noted Catholic poet who is compared by numbers of his critics with
Whitman, Mr. Claude! addresses his
book not to the scholar but to the
believer seeking to meditate on GQd's
truth. This will be a fruitful study for
any who wish to examine the Catholic
faith from the Catholic viewpoint.

Common Sense in Teaching Reading,
by Dr. Roma Gans, Robbs Merrill, 1963,
$4

heaven." A poor widow reared
and educated a large family, all
became useful citizens, one son
became an outstanding preacher.
She "laid up treasures in heaven.".
Our conclusion is that living right
is living successfully, living wrong
is living a failure.
We say, "Thank you, Lord, for
life. Help us to live it up for thee.
It is not worth living just for us,
its value is in serving thee.'! What
we do in life should be constantly
before us, because "every one of
us shall give account of himself
to God." The measurement of happiness is not determined by what
we did yesterday or what we will
do tomorrow, but by what we do
today.
Do you want to know how long
you will likely live? "Take your
age, subtract it from eighty, multiply by seven and divide by ten. ·
The number of years you get will
be the number of years remaining
in your life!'

Never has the ability to read with ·
speed and comprehension been so E\Ssential to living as in our day. Much IS
at stake as children begin their school
years, for if they are tb achieve any-.
thing like their potentialities, they must
build on the foundation of good reading
ability.
This should be a valuable book for
parents as well as for teacher.s. One of
the most helpful chapters is Chapter
14, "Parent Responsibility and the
Child's Reading."
In more than 40 years of teaching
teachers and working with parents and
children, Dr. Gans has demonstrated
that children will read if given r easonable direction, assurance, and adequate
materials.

RECORDS
IN observance of its 25th anniversary, Back to the Bible Broadcast has
issued an album of f a vor ites from its
broadcasts. A Zondervan recording,
the album features the Bible Broadea
radio choir. Numbers include " Sblee I
have Been Redeemed," "Wear a C
"
"I Want to Be Like Jesus," '•Sa>ed
Grace," "Above all Else," ... -o
belong to Jesus," a nd others.

i!
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Burned church rebuilt
CANFIELD Church, Hope Association, held a building dedication and 20th anniversary service July 26. Rev. L. E. Holt of
Texarkana delivered the dedicatory sermon.
Canfield Church was organized
.June 4, 1944, in the home of Mrs.
W. D. Bruton. Although she has
moved away from Canfield, she
· was present for the dedication
service. Other charter members
present were Mrs. George Gaston,
Mrs. Ethel Black, and Mrs. J. E.
Christie, all of Canfield. Two other
charter members, a:t;1d still members of the Canfield church, Mrs.
Odell Clary and Mrs. J. E. Smith,
were out of town.

BUSINESS MANAGER FETED....,-Members of the Baptist Building Employees Association gathered in the lounge July 29 to honor
Melvin Thrash, whose resigntLtion as business manager became effective
Mr. Holt, now retired, and Aug. 1 after five and a half years' service. -Mr. Thrash (right) chats
former pastor of Highland Park with Executive Secretary S. A.. Whitlow over a cup of punch, following
Church, Texarkana, had served the presentation of a gift to the honor guest. Mr. Thr{ljSh is entering
the Canfield church as interim private business at Hope.
pastor for almost two yeftrs. Other
former pastors who took part on Pastor's widow dies
Secretaries institute
the program were Rev. Harold
MRS. Minnie Lu Hulsey WhitTWO Arkansas church staff
Hightower, pastor, Tyler Street
ington, 77, of Little Rock, widow members were included among
Church, Little Rock; Rev. Leo ,
of Rev. Otto Bruce Whitington, more than 60 secretaries from 14
Hughes, pastor, Trinity Church,
who was pastor of Immanuel states and five denominations to
Tex8irkana; and Rev. Major Lewis
Church, died July 26, at Middle- participate in the recent Institute
of Sarepta, La., · now in full-time
ton. She was visiting a daughter, for Church Secretaries, held on
evangelism. Letters of congratuMrs. Phillip Koegler.
.
the Southern Seminary campus,
lations were read from two other
Mrs. Whitington was a member Louisville, Ky., July 6-10.
former pastors, Rev. Harold Presof Immanuel Church for more
Arkansans attending the consley, pastor, First Church, Malthan 40 years and taught a Sun- ference were:
Mrs. Dorothy
vern; and Rev. G. W. Smith, pasday School class there. She at- Adair, church secretary, First
tor, Forest Park Church, Pine
tended seminary at Louisville, Church, Fordyce, and Miss Henri
Bluff.
Ky., and· the Baptist Women's Col- Etta meier, financial secretary of
The new building is centrally
First Church, Paragould.
lege of Hattiesburg, Miss.
heated and air-conditioned, and
Other survivors include a san,
The, fifth annual institute
includes an auditorium, classRev. March Whitington, Clovis, jointly sponsored by Southerr
rooms, and other facilities. The
N. M.; another daughter, Mrs. Seminary and the Church Adminold building was destroyed by
Paul Allen, Little Rock; six istration Department of the Bapfire in December, 196.3, along with
brothers, John Hulsey, Little tist Sunday School Board, was le.:
all the furnishings.
Rock, Paul Hulsey, Norman, by Dr. ·Allen W. Graves, dean cM. T. McGregor, missionary for Truitt Hulsey, Texarkana, Joe the' Sem'i nary!s School of Rei ·
Hope Association, has been serv~ Hulsey, Caldwell, Ida., and Jack gious Education, Idus V. Owen ·
ing as supply preacher for several and Andrew Hulsey, both of by, church business · ~dmini str ·
tion consultant of the Church A
Mount Ida.
months.
ministration Department, Ra
.Members of the building comC. Atkinson Jr., director
mittee for the new church plant
REV. and Mrs. Glendon D. field services of the Church :
were W. C. Williams, Winfred
Ward, Homer Enyart,1 and C. W. Grober, Southern Baptist mis- ministration Dep.a rtment, · a
Williams. Those serving on the sionaries to Equatorial Brazil, Miss Clara McCartt, Semi
finance committee were Mr. and have returned to the States for administrative secretary and
Mrs. George Gaston, Odell Clary furlough. ' They are living at 3 , structor of church office p
dure.
Stonecrest Circle, Little R.ock.
and Reuben Moncus.
Ten
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McDaniel to Whitton
WHITTON Church has called
James McDaniel as pastor. Mr.
McDaniel comes from Southern
Seminary and a pastorate in Indiana. He is a former Missourian
who attended Ouachita and married an Arkansas girl.
Calvary Church has called E.
Anderson Boyer as pastor. He
comes from Portageville, Mo.

C. WINFIELD RICK

Keynote speaker named
C. WINFIELD Rich, minister
of education at Temple Church,
Memphis, will be the keynote
speaker for the Little Rock Adult
Thrust - meeting at Immanuel
Church, Sept. 10.
.
The Adult Thrust is a concerted
effort of all adult Sunday school
workers to reach men and women
for Bible study, with workers
with children and youth concent rating on parents of their members.
Mr. Rich is a graduate of Mississippi State University and
Southwestern Seminary. For the
past 20 years he has served as
minister of education in churches
in Texas, Louisiana, and Tennessee.
The first session of the Little
Rock Conference will begin Sept.
10 at 1:30. Following an address
by Mr. Rich, there will be simultaneous planning sessions for officers and members.
Mr. Rich will speak again in
the 7 evening session. Other
features of the evening session
will be ·general conferences and a
message by Lawson Hatfiel~, state
Sunday School Secretary.
The Adult Thrust will also be
featured in associational action
night programs.

Leachville Second Church has
called James Rambo as pastor.
He has served Mississippi County
churches in the past anp lives in
Blytheville.
Carson Lake Church has !;ailed
J. C. Fleming Jr. as pastor. He
recently surrendered to preach.
Mr. Fleming lives in Osceola.
Calvary Church, Blytheville,
has called John Lamb as pastor.
He comes fr()Jll
Mississippi,'
and formerly pastored churches
in Kentucky and · Arkansas. Both
he and his wife are formerly
from Arkansas.
Memorial Chapel has called W.
G. Warren of Blytheville as pastor. He formerly served Leachville
Harmony
Second
and
New
Churches.
William E. Lyles has resigned
Armorel Church.
Raymond Jaques, has resigned
Dyess Central Church.

First coronation held

FIRST Church, Star City, held
its first GA coronation recently.
Artamesa Howell
was
Miss
crowned Queen-with-a-Scepter.
Mrs. W. E. Green, WMU president, reports the church's mission
also held a coronation service recently.
DR. and Mrs. W. Maxfield Garrott,
Southern ·Baptist misRevival
sionaries to Japan, have arrived
G E Y E R · SPRINGS FIRST in the States for furlough. They
Church ; layman-led, Levy · Broth- may be addressed, c/o Dr. C. T.
erhood ; 12 rededications ; 2 by Bahner, Box 549, Jefferson City,
aptism; 1 by letter.
·Tenn.
GUST 6, 1964·

PAUL WAYNE DODD

Paul Dodd ordained
~

PAUL WAYNE DODD, associate pastor of Trinity Church, Ft.
Smith, was ordained to the gospel ministry by the church, July
21. He is a son of Rev. and Mrs.
Ralph Dodd, Greenwood.
The pastor of Trinity, Rev. Eugene T. Moore, was the moderator of the ordaining council and
Deacon John Shelby was the clerk.
Dr. Earl Humble conducted the
examination. 'I'he candidate's father delivered the sermon. Rev.
Doyle Lumpkin presented the
Bible and Rev. Henry Evans led
in the prayer of ordination.
The council was composed of
27 members, seven pastors and 20
deacons.
Mr. Dodd is resigning his position at' Trinity, where he has
served since June, 1963. He was
to be married to Miss Jane Woods,
Greenw.ood, July 31. The couple
wiJl enter S'outhwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth, Texas, in September.

Arkansas libraries
NASHVILLE- Three Arkansas churches registeted librar'ies
with the Sunday School Board's
church library department in
June:
Jacksonville, Stanfill, E lmer
Madison, Joy D. Johnson ; N. Little ,Roek, North Pulaski Bapti
Associational Library, Mrs. Yernon Cruse, librarian ; and Siloam
Springs, Gum Springs, Ray Barnett, Mary Frances Turman.
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Coac;l to Geyer Springs
NORMAN Coad of Little Rock
recently accepted a call to serve
as minister of music and youth
at First Church, ·Geyer Springs.
· Mr. Coad is married to the former Beverly Gallegly, also of Little Rock.
· Both are graduates of Ouachit :;.
College, where they majored :i.'-1
music. They have one cbiJ 1,
David, twelve months.

Meachum supplying

THE Chapel Choir of First Church, Ft. Smith, recently made a
singing tou'r to Glorieta, N. Mex., filling engagements in Oklahoma,
Texas and New Mexico.
The touring choir is cpmposed of 58 young people in Senior High
and Junior College.. It was selected to sing before 1,400 church musicians of the Southern Baptist Convention at Glorieta.
Engagements were filled in Oklahoma City, Okla.; Borger, Texas;
Littlefield, Texas; and Bartlesville, Okla.
The choir is under the direction of William McGraw, minister of
music of the church.

REV. Lonnie Meachum, a retired U. S. Navy chaplain now
living at Pleasant Plains, will be
the supply preacher Aug. 9 at
First Church, Judsonia, Rev. J. W.
Royal, pastor.
A native of Arkansas, Mr .
Meachum was a Naval chaplain
for 21 years. He writes that he
was a classmate of Miss Nanc.
Cooper, Miss Elma Cobb, and was
in college with Dr. Clyde Ha
He is available for supply preaching.

Crow is author

Theme for the week is "En1500 for conference
DORSEY Crow, pastor of Bla
counter . . Commitment."
Rock
Church, Imboden, has bee
. NASHVILLE-More than 1500
the
program
personalitAmong
that the Baptist Bulle
notified
American . and international colare
Dr.
John
McClanahan,
ies
has
accepted for publi
Service
lege students, graduates, high
pastor
of
First
Church,
Blythetion
two
articles
written by ·
school seniors and adult leaders of ·
ville.
self
and
Mrs.
Crow.
youth are expected to attend the
Home Life Magazine has
For reservations, write: E. A.
annual student conference at
an article, "They I...&·.
accepted
Glorieta (N. M.) ·B aptist Assem- Herron, Glorieta Baptist Assemit
all
in
Sunbeams,"
by Mr. C
bly, Glorieta, N. M. 87535.
bly Aug. 20-26.

On-to-College Day

ti\MBOREE at Paron
BY GRACIE HATFIELD

A CASUAL visitor to the Girls
_-\uxiliary Camp at' Paron would
oo thoroughly confused. Probably
expecting to find the entire group
f campers either in a mass meetng or partieipating in the ·recrea.on program, he would find small
groups all over the campgrounds
doing many different things.
Camp decentralization is the
explanation. Under this plan, the
entire camp 'comes together as a
group only for two special programs and for meals.
"There are many advantages to
this system" said Mrs. S. Ladd
Davies of Little Rock, camp director. "A major advantage is the
separation of age groups." GA
campers range in age froin 9 to
1'6. Separation of the high school
GA from the grammar school GA
makes possible a more meaningful

MRS. James Westmoreland, missionary in Southern Rhodesia, displays a. snakeskin during a mission
study period. Notice the curtains
behind her in the "home in the
woods."
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conference for eaeh group. Smaller grouping is ano.t her advantage.
This makes possible informal
Q'roup ilh~cussions.
Varied program
Highlighting the program are
home and foreign missionaries of
the Southern Baptist Convention.
Representatives of the Foreign
Mission Board incluqe missionaries from Brazil, Korea, Southern Rhodesia and Tanganyika.
Working on a revolving schedule which the girls in each cabin
set up themselves enables each
group to hear a missionary message twice daily. By the end of the
week, each group has heard every
missionary at the camp.
A special feature every Wednesday is the visit by Little Rock's
Panel of Americans. Made up of
a white Protestant, a Catholic, a
Jew, an Oriental, a Negro and a
moderator, the group discusses
ideas on racial prejudice as well
as answering questions on their individual religious beliefs.
Another weekly feature is the
"GA Fair" conducted by · Mrs.
Leslie Wilfong, youth director at
Immanuel Church, Little Rock.
Handwork is another major activity. Upon arrival, the girls
make cedar name tags and ''sit
upons" for use in outside conferences. A "sit upon" is a portable
seat that closely resembles a
shoulder bag. · Made frqm burlap,
they are stuffed with magazines
which keep moisture '.frOIIll soaking
through the material.
Other camp crafts include burlap belts, bulletin boards and naBARBARA
Stric~lin, a water
safety instructor,
demonstrates the
proper swimming
stroke to several
of .the younger
GA's. In addition
to a WSI, two life
guards are always
on duty at the
pool.

NASHVILLE-In late August
many churches will observe On-to. College Day, an emphasis sponsored by studei'it work forces to
assist the churches in preparinghigh school students for college.
With the theme, "Confrqnting
the Campus with Christ," On-toCollege Day materials this year
emphasize the importance of the
on-campus witness of ChristiaD
students and the availability of
spiritual resources to make possible this witness.
ture terrariums. Indian headbands are made in connection
with a study of Home Mission
work among the American Indians.
Each group has a "home in the
woods"'~an area•which they clear
out and make as attractive as passible. This is where most of the
missionary conferences are held
·and where the girls use their "sit
upons" to the best advantage.
Large enrolment
. Mrs. Davies said that by the
end of next week, approximately
800 girls will have been enrolled in
the 1964 camp session of five
weeks. E-ach weekly session has
had an enrolment of 150-165. This
number includes 22 counselors.

BRENDA Smith, a GA fro
Searcy, stitches burlap to
frame of a bulletin board t at
later be v.sed in her cabin.
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Reports coming in
IN a future issue of the A.rkansas Baptist New,smagazine
will be a report from Paul · N.
J oily, area missionary, concerning the 1964 Colorado ~ Nebraska
Crusade,
in
which 19 Arkansas Baptist men
p articipated. This will be
the first report
MR. TULL
which the Brotherhood Office will have 'concerning the Third Crusade held · in the
Colorado-Nebraska area with the
help of Arkansas Baptist men.
Nelson Tull and C. H. Seaton of
the Brotherhood Department participated in the West Coast J.,aymen's Crusade, both working in
the San Diego Association. Mr.
Tull was general Crusade Chairman. Reports are not yet in from .
this Crusade. Some facts and figures will appear in this column
in a later i~sue. Am happy to
report, however, that the Crusade
in the San Diego area was a wonderful experience for every participating church an~ for every
Crusader.
We believe that the· West Coast
Crusade is the laFgest such laymen's project in the history of
Christianity. We are convinced
that a mighty impact was
delivered for Christ in the West
Coast area, and that every church
that entered the Crusade (and
every layman who participated)
has received blessings which will
carry through until the Lord shall
come again.
We are grateful to God for His
wonderful blessings! - Nelson
Tull
Little Giant Hotomaiic
Gas Water Heater No. 3
Will supply all the hot water
needed for Baptistries, Church
· Kitchens. Rest Rooms. Heats
450 GPH, 20" rise in tempera. ture. Write for free folders on
water heaters, Fiberglass Baptistries, spires and crosses.
LITT'LE GIANT MFG. CO.
907 7th Street, Orange, Texas 1
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Student Umon

Mississippi report
ON ' Sunday, June 7, I arrived
in Jackson, Miss., and met Jan
Smith, my co-worker for the summer: Following a
b r ief
orientation period by
t h e missionary
Bro. R. L. Mefford, we left the
next morning to
begin our summer work with
the Choctaw InCYN!HIA
dians in Philadelphia, Miss.
We spend our mornings working at the center and in the afternoon we have Vacation Bible
School. We use the Center's Volkswagen bus to run a taxi service;
and many times we've transported over half the children enrolled
in Bible School. All of these children live on muddy, clay roads
wide enough for only one car.
Sometimes we have to make ~ore
than one load and we have had as
many as 26 in the bus at one time.
Everywhere we have had Bible
Schools those from 8 months to
80 years have come. Yes, even the
adults are interested in Bible
School. The pastor usually teaches the adults in Choctaw. They
ge.t Choctaw testaments through
Bro. Mefford· and the Home
Mission Board. My work has
been mostly with the primaries, though at Bogue Chitto I was
the principal and intermediate
teacher. Before I came, people
told me that the Choctaws would
be quiet, reserved, and unresponsive. This is usually true of the
primaries the first day; but by
the _e nd of the week, they are talking freely, ~and laughing with, and
occasionally at, me. Some of the
children even venture to ask questions after a few days of being
together.
At Sandy Hill, our first Bible
School, the primaries and I really
had a fine time. Our class. was held
outside the church under a big
tree. One day a little boy discov-

ered some blackberries, and we
picked some to take to Mrs. Mefford who was ill. Another day we
watched some baby birds. You
may wonder why I mention these
"little things." I believe that in
showing boys and girls the love of
God in such small ways, it makes
it easier for them tb understand
when we study the story about
the love of Jesus on the cross. I
pray every day that so.mehow,
someday these boys and girls may1
understand this love of Jesus.
There are many older boys and
girls who need to )make decisions
for Jesus Christ as their Lor.d
and S.aviour. Few of the young
people are making these deCisions
public, if they are making them
at a1I, and there are several reasons for this. First, the Christian
adults do not often apply Christian pr'inciples to their moral
standards. Second, as the Choctaws become junior and intermediate age, they are very shy and
it is very difficult for them to
make any public decision. Third,
when the boys and girls get to
know and love a person, they are
very anxious to please that person, and there is a real danger
that they :r:night .make a decision
for Christ without realizing the
significance of that decision. We
do not want statistks alone, so
after presenting the plan of salvation to them, we refrain from
any high pressure tactics.
As this week of Bible · School
draws to a close and I look back
over the past weeks, I remember
Bible Schools at Sandy 1 Hill,
Bogue Chitto (Big Creek), 'Hope,
and Bogue Ham (Red Creek). I
remember a Choctaw Youth Night
with testimonies from several of
the· Choctaw young people. There
wa& an Arssociational Hymn Sing
where each church represented
led in singing. Also there was an
Indian girl who asked me, "Cindy,
what are civil rights?" I dared
not tell her that it included rights
she too is now denied. How all our
prayers are needed in this area
that love may someday conquer
hate! I also remember meeting
and becoming 3icquainted with the
Joe Meffords, missionaries to
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Their daughter, Sylvia, is
· h her Uncle Dick so she
- William Carey College.
- most of all, in looking;;ee a new awareness of a
mission work to be done,
see many wonderful people
·n Mississippi, especially the
t::'ord family who are so dedited to Christ and work so tire-~ly to further His cause among·
· · e Choctaws.
You can be assured of my
prayers for BSU work in Arkansas and I covet your prayers for
our work here in Mississippi.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Worrell
(Cynthia Worrell, a student at
the University @f . Arkansas, is
serving as a BSU Summer Missionary with the Choctaw Indians
in Mississippi. She serves without
pay along with seven others appointed by the Student Department.)

Are y9u moving?
Please give us your new address before you move! Papers returned to us giv.ing
your new address now cost
lOc each. Papers forwarded to
you will cost 4c each. We
'need your help to reduce this
expense. We now pay more
than $50 a month for papers
returned.
Attach
the address label
I
from your paper to a postcard, .add your new address,
and mail the card to us.
Arkansas Baptist .
Newsmagazine
401 West Capitol Ave.
Little Rock. Arkansas

Staff additions
When men will not for good contend
For fear some one they might offend,
From such as these, please us defendHave mercy, Lord.
When men become so weak within
That they will vote for legal si:n
So crooks may have a gambling
den,
Have mercy, Lord.
When Murder stalks about at
night
In search of victims, black and
white
And none will stand up for the
right,
Have mercy, Lord.
When the Christian. standard gets
so low
And the church becomes a pious
showA social club where one can goHave mercy, Lord,.
-Carl Ferrell, Walnut Ridge

HOUSTON W. H. "Dub"
Jackson Jr., Southern Baptist missionary to Japan for the past 13
years, has been named associate
pastor of the First Church Houston.
l'he 3,600-member Church has
also appointed Harold Davis, Abilene, Tex., as minister of youth
and associa;te in music.
Jackson, who played a key role
in organizing the Japan Baptist
New Life Movement evangelistic
crusade last year, will serve with
Pastor K. Owen White in directing
the ·c hurch's evangelistic and missions programs. White is immediate past president of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Lee has heart attack
HOUSTON-Dallas P. Lee, associate in the Language missions
department for the Baptist General Convention of 'fexas, suffered
a mild heart attack while visiting
his brother here. The sudden attack was first feared serious, but
later electrocardiagram studies
revealed no damage to the heart.

We d{)n 't hdve

MONEY TO THROW AWAY!
Yet each year thousands of Christians waste millions of dollars becausl
they fa.il to make wills.
This wasted money goes for court costs and unwise spending of money
which people work a lifetime to accumulate.
Every individual is responsible to God for what happens to his property

• CHANCEL FURNITURE
• PEW CUSHIONS

J!e;rJ
MANUFACTURING CO.

and other ' possessions after deatiL The, answer is WILLS which name Christ's
ministry as a beneficiary.

RKANSAS BAPTIST FOUNDATION
Baptist Building
401 West Capitol Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas

2816 VVEST 16TH STREET
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
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ramming

he programs of a church.
nated, unified church program.
Planning Group-The formal Members are the heads of clfurch
unit in each program organization. program organizations, the chairActivity-A process or project man of deacons, the minister of
which is carried on as a means of education, and the pastor, who
performing tasks.
serves as chairmart:-Jesse .S.
Projel't-An activity designed Reed, Director of Evangelism
for a particular purpose or occasion, which hc:ts a recognizable beED KUTAIT COMPANY, INC.
ginning and ending time.
P. 0. Box 1127, Station A
Priority-The precedence given
Fort Smith, Arkansas
to activities or actions based u.p on
their value in achieving program
goals, and upon their feasibility.
Resource-A means which is
necessary for •c arrying on an activity.
Action-Something done by a
person or a group which may involve only one step, and which
may or may not be repeated.
Work Assignment--The designation by the planning group of
the person or group which can
best accomplish an action.
_
Church Council-The group in a
church which is authorized by the
congregation to assist it by leadEVERYTHING
ing in planning, conducting, and
J'OR THE CRURCB
evaluating a correlated, co-ordi-

programing conference held at
Glorieta
Assembly.
The last term
used here
is
Church Council.
MR. REED
Please keep in
mind that this is not a council enlisted with authority. It is merely
a recommending group to the
church and then carries out what
the church vote!! to do. Each
church should have a church council.
Objective-An end which a congregation adopts as the desired
results toward which it functions.
It may be in terms of an ultimate,
a stage beyond which further
progress is impossible.
Function-A natural and characteristic action essential to a living organism, without which the
basic nature of the organism
would be altered.
Goal-A point in time, quantity, and/or quality which indi- ,
cates the measure of progress. A
goal should be worthy, attainable,
flexible, written and set in advance of the period it covers.
Task-A continuing responsil)ility which a church is obligated
to assume. Several tasks may be
grouped to~ether to form a program.
Program-Any basic" continuing
activity which has primary importance in achieving the objectives of a church.
Program Organization-A continuing administrative and functional structure which a church
, uses in undertaking certain pri,. mary tasks.
Program Goal-A point in time,
'
quantity, and/or quality which
indicates the measure of progress
for a program.
Programing-The process of
planning in detail the activities of 408 Sprmg St.
• Sixtqen

Get your
copy today
aAthe
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Religious Educatinn

The other major emphasis was
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A great experience
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McGehee First
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Chapel
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For your personal use or for
inexpensive remembrances • • •
PAPER BOOKMARKS
Dozen, 25¢

Hundred, $1.50

Six new bookmarks printed in full color
on durable post card stock. They provide helpful information and inspiration while serving as book and Bible
markers. (26b) Select: ·
Books of the Bible
The Great Commission
Answered Prayer

2 Timothy 2:15
The Plan of Salvation
The Beatitudes

PLASTIC BOOKMARKS
Each, 10¢
Appropriate illustrations printed in full
color make these bookmarks thoughtful
gifts. Plastic, will ndt curl. (26b) Select:
C1 The Lord's Prayer
C2 Twenty·third Psalm
C3 The Beatitudes
C4 Ten Commandments
C9 Where to Look In

Ask for colorful
at your

A
·0

C5
C6
C7
CB
the

The First Psalm
Books of the Bible
The Teacher's Psalm
John 3:16
Bible

BROADMAN BOOKMARKS

BAPTIST
BOOK STORE

Gravel Ridge First Chapel 39
Park Hill
698
Sylvan Hills First
23·6
Pine Bluff Centennial
189
Siloam Springs First
270
Sprin~rdale First
407
Van Buren
First
472
Second
84
53"
Vande rvoort
Wal'd, Cockle bur
47
Warl'en, Immanuel
249
Westside
72

· 22
191
85
72
132
114

A<lditiona

2
2
2

12
6
2

7
2
4
2
3

3
2
3

1
16
7
7
5

228
60
.2
36
70
33

Code of ethics
RIDGECREST, N. C. - The
Southeastern Baptist Religious
Education Association has established what it believes to be the
first code of ethics for 'workers in
the field of religious education.
The code seeks to summarize
the belief of the religious education worker concerning his calling, his place of service, his fraternal relationships and his personal conduct.
It was adopted by the association during its 19th annual session at Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly here.
Ira Bledsoe, Fir st Church,
Huntsville, Ala., was elected president; Richard Sparks,
orth
. Park Chur ch, Orlando, Fla., vice
president ; and Miss LaVerne Ashby, Nashville, another vice president.
Page ~eventeen

Training Union

Some important
q uestions
ANOTHER good .question is,
"Who should sponsor the October
group schools in the associations?"
A s s o c iational
Training Unions
s h o u I d sponsor
the group schools
scheduled for October, 1964. This
is in keeping with
the plan developed two years
MR. IIAVIs
ago to alternate
the emphasis between Sunday
School and Training Union.
The emphasis recommended for
this year's group schools is Train-

ing Union methods. Books in Category 18 of the Church Study
Course .a re the basis texts.
In the Aug. 20 issue of the A r·
kansas Baptist Newsmagazine
there will be a one-page spread
giving a teaching plan for adults
and general officers to use in
studying "What's New in ... Training Union" for study course credit. A packet of material will be
sent to anyone who teaches adults
and desires the up-to-date materials.
Many associations h~ve sponsored group schools in previous
years. It is a plan of ha vihg
schools in various churches in the
associations.
The month of October is the
ideal time for the training of both
new and old leaders so that they
can properly understand the principles and methods of leadership

Four excellent Bible study books with

your subs:,~oMAN READERS PLAN Iii
A program of Christian reading developed by the Baptist
Sunday School Board to keep you informed on current
Southern Baptist life and thought, special programs, and emphases, And, at a price you can afford .to pay .. . less than
·
three cents a day!
Your FREE bonus books:
IN
IN
IN
IN

HO&EA, by K. Owen White
PSALMS, by Kyle M. Yates
PHILIPPIANS, by Ralph A. Herring
TIMOTHY, by Charles A. Trentham

• . . Plus October, 1964, BRP selections:
TO CHANGE THE WORLD, by· Ross Coggins
COWBOY MISSIONARY IN KWANGSI, by Rex Ray
CONQUERING INNER SPACE, by John Warren Steen

. . . Now, only $3.00!
This FREE book offer to new subscribers is good for a

limited time only. Use the convenient coupon to subscribe
today.
·-- - --------------~------------ - ----------------------------

127 Ninth Avenue North

BROADMAN READERS PLAN Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Plea,se enter my subscription to BROADMAN READERS PLAN
beginning with October, 1964, selections.
Nam c----------------------------------~--~~-------

(plcasc print)
Address - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - C it y

Sta te

IP Code,_ _ _ __

D Bill me $3.00 quarterly. I understand that every three months,
three books will be shipped to me. I also understand that within
ten days I may return any book, and that I may cancel my subscription at any time.
D [ eqclose check or money order for $10.00, for all twelve books
as published during 1964-65. (No return privileges.)

The coupon entitles me to the FREE book offer.
• Eighteen

Beirut conference
WASHINGTON, D. C. (BWA)
-"Report from Beirut," a 25minute motion picture in color and
sound, tells the story of the 6th
Baptist Youth World Conference.
Copies of the :film can be ordered
now from the Baptist World Alliance, Washington.
Robert S. Denny, youth secretary of the Alliance, said that
prints of the film are being offered for sale at the actual print
cost of $75 each in order to get
maximum distribution.
The fil~ was shot by professional cameramen at the world youth
conference held in Beirut, Lebanon, in June 1963, and has been
edited, and narrated in American
1
laboratories.

Ghana convention

*~'?~tee!

STUDIES
STUDIES
STUDIES
STUDIES

in the Training Union.-Ralph W.
Davis, Secretary

SEVEN language groups were
represented at the inaugural session of the Ghana Baptist Convention, held July 12-15 in Tamale and
attended by 200 messengers · from
most of the 150 Bapti-st churches
and preaching stations in the
country.
·
A hi~hlight of the opening session was the address of the president, J. A. Imosun. Using the
Convention's theme, "We will
serve the Lord," as his text, he
spoke of the work and witness of
the Baptist congregations as "the
unfinished task" and challenged
the messengers to set the goal of
leading every congregation to establish a new mission point during the coming 1year.
Spanish music program
FORT WORTH-- The Southern
Baptist Radio and Television Commission here will begin production in August of a new 15minute Spanish music program
for radio stations in Spanishspeaking artlas.
The program, "Musica Para
Recordar," will be a Spanish
language version of the Baptist
agency's English program, "Music
to Remember." It will include instrumental religious and classical
music.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Readin' and Fishin'
Good Companions for
Summer Days

\

BILL WALLACE OF CHINA
by Jesse Fletcher. Emotion-packed biography of a 20th$2.95
century Christian martyr. (26b)

BIBLE IN POCKETI
GUN IN HAND
by Ross Phares. Entertaining anecdotes about religion on.
the American frontier. . (lld)
$3.95

TAKE MY HANDS
by Dorothy Clarke Wilson. Remarkable story of a cripple
dedicated to healing India's suffering millions. (6m) $4.95

JOHN DOE: DISCIPLE
edited by Catherine Marshall. Soul-stirring' sermons from
$4.50
the pen of Peter Marshall. (6m)

-1, KETURAH
by Ruth Wolf. Novel of a girl who started as a nameless
orphan and became' an unforgettable woman. (18p) $4.50

RASCAL
by Sterling North. One boy, plus one raccoon, equals a
completely captivating story. (15d)
$3.95

WHAT DO MISSIONARIES DO?
by Johnni Johnson. Explodes the theory that mission work
$1.75
is glamorous; gets down to the facts. (26b)

GOD'S WILL AND YOUR LIFE

GOD SPEAKS TO WOMEN TODAY

by T. B. Maston. How to find, and do God's will in all
areas of life. (26b) .
$1.95

by Eugenia Price. How today's woman can attain spiritual
$3.95
waturity. (lz)

THE CROSS AND THE
SWITCHBLADE

THE CHRISTIAN WORLD
F C. S. LEWIS
by Clyde S. Kilby. Examination and evaluation of a keen
'iterary milid at work in' a truly Christian man. ()e) $4.50

FOUR PROPHETS
by J. B. Phillips. Now-the first of Old Testarnent trans$3.95
lations by a popular Bible scholar. (9m)
UGUST 6, 1964

.

by David Wilkei'SOn. Preaching Christ in Harlem, where
paper, 50f
it isn't easy! (6r)

A;~;;.~;;";~;;··~9RE
today • • • It's easy to phone or VJSit if y
in the neighborhood.

Te
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ook--.. • born in 1743 was to
doom to sixteenth-century
lchemists, those weird men who
pre ended magical powers.
With queer incantations, mysterious but useless substances,
and a cloak of ominous secrecy,
this group searched for the elixir
of life. This was supposed to be a
universal cure for all diseases and
other high-sounding but impossible achievements. They understood little about natural laws and
cared for them even less. They
seemed iontent for generations to
shroud lhernistry in a meaningless hocus-pocus.
The man who helped most to
change the situati{)n was an aristocrat, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier.
Lavoisier was a wealthy man.
This, of course, helped him considerably. He h~;~.d at his disposal
the best of laboratory equipment,
among which were delicate balances and scales. These means of
exact measurement proved useful
in his experiments. His station in
life enabled him to devote much
time to his work. Ironically
enough, this position he held was
also to spell his doom in later
years.
A man of greatly varied interests, Lavoisier experimented constantly. As an example of his perseverance, he once boiled water
for twelve days because the belief
persi$ted at that time that water,
if boiled long enough, would turn
to earth. Foolish as the idea
sounds to us, people nevertheless
believed it at that time.
Called the father of chemistry,
Lavoisier was the first person to
recognize oxygen. He proved that,
rusting of metals, and even in the
simple act of breathing, oxygen of
the air combines with the other
materials involved.
This sounded the death knell
for the then popular phlogistic
theory. This doctrine stated in effect that all burning substance
gives off an inflammable element,
which was called "phlogiston,"
the spirit of fire. This element
was supposedly absorbed by the
a1r.
Having proved otherwise, LavoPage
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LAVOISIER
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BY NICK KozMENIUK

I
isier threw out the word phlogiston and substituted oxygen, which ,
means acid-former. The study of
oxygen, however, was but part of
Lavoisier's contribution to chemical science.
He was the first to state that
nothing creates itself. He believed
that an equal quantity of matter
exists before and after any operation or reaction, that only exchange or modification takes
place.
Lavoisier also identified chemical elements, defining them as
substances that could not be further broken down by chemical
means. While some that he listeC..
were not really chemicals at all
(light, lime, caloric, alumina, and
silica) , he did correctly list twenty-three.
With fellow scientists de Morveau~ Berthollet, and Fourcroy,
Lavoisier published a treatise,
"New Chemical Nomenclature,"
in 1787. It set forth a system of
naming substances according to
their chemical properties or cornposition.

Before publication of th ·
t ise, general confusion re ·
Queer mystical names were
a holdover from the days
the alchemists held iN/ay. Witn
a few: powder of algorth, pa
pholix, oil of tartar made by ~
bell, and butter of arsenic.
AU this was done away with
these scientists proposed exa ·
terms. Thus, "dephlogistica
air," "empyreal air," "fire air,"
and other fanciful names became
"oxygen." "Inflammable air" became "hydrogen" and "fixed air"
became "carbon dioxide."
Two years later, in 1789, Lavoisier's Elementary Treatis·e · on
Chemistry set forth chemical doctrines of his day. His writing-has
been called the first great synthesis of chemical principles.
While Lavoisier was busy making l1is contributions to science,
other forces were at work. These
were the years of the French Revolution. In its early years he, as
a scientist, was entrusted with
important work. One phase of his
work was to improve the manufacture of gunpowder.
•
The more violent members of
the Revolution became doubtful.
While nothing was further from
the t:r;uth, the finger of suspicion
was pointed at Lavoisier. Was he
not a full-fledged aristocrat? Had
he not been at· one time a member of that hated group of revenue
collectors known as tax farmer-s?
Yes, this was true. Forgotten
were all of Lavoisier's work and
experiments. He and others were
arrested in 1794 and tried by revolutionary tribunal. Along with
twenty-seven others, · he was
found guilty and sentenced to die.
On May 8 they were guillotined
at the Place de la Revolution.
Thus, in the fifty-second year of
his life was Lavoisier rewarded
for his labors. What else he might
have contributed to mankind's accumulated knowledge in his later
years must remain forever a matter of conjecture.
The mathematician Legrange
summed it up bitterly when he
said, "It required only a moment
to sever that head, and perhaps a
century will not be sufficient to
produce another like i~."
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NEW AMERICAN TEMPERANCE PLAN

PAYS $100 .WEEKLY..
even for life to Non-drinkers and Non-Smokers!
At last-a new kind of hospitalization plan for you thousands who realize drinking and
smoking are evil. Rates are fantastically low because "poor risk" drinkers and smokers
are excluded. Since your health is superior there is no age limit, no physical examination,
no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy. No salesman will ever call. Starting
the first day you enter any hospital, you will be paid $14.28 a day.
You do not smoke or drinkso why pay premiums for
those who do?
Every day in your newspaper you see
'more evidence that drinking and smoking
shorten life. They're now one of America's
leading health problems- a prime cause
of the high premium rates most hospitalization policies charge.

Our rates are based on your
superior health,
as a non-drinker and non-smoker. The
new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan can offer you unbelievably low
rates because we do not accept drinkers
and smokers, who cause high rates. Also,
your premiums can never be raised because you grow older or have too many
claims. Only a general rate adjustment
up or qown could affect your low rates.
And only you can cancel your policy. We
cannot.

sickness, hospitalization caused by use of
liquor or narcotics. On everything else
you're fully protected-at amazingly low
rates!

3. Other benefits for loss
within 90 days of accident
(as described in policy). We pay $2000
cash for accidental death. Or $2000 cash
for loss of one hand, one foot, or sight of
one eye. Or $6000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both hands, or both feet.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Read ouer your policy carefully. Ask your minister, lawyer and doctor to examine tt. Be sure
it provides exactly what we say it does. Then,
if for any reason at ail you are not 100% satisfied, just mail your polic:y back to us within 30
days and we will immediately refund your entire premium. N o questions asked. You can
gain thousands of dollars ... you risk nothing.

We invite close comparison
with any other plan.

1

Actually, no other is like ours. But compare rates. See what you save.

TEAR OUT AND MAIL TODAY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE

·-----------------------------------,
Application to Pioneer Life lnsurCince Company, Rockford, Illinois
FOR

Name (PLEASE PRINT)_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street or RD fi- - - - -- - - - - City
Zone___ County___State____
· Age
Date of Birth-------,.------,--Month
Day
Year
Occupation
Height____WeighL_.
Beneficiary
Relationship_ __
I also aRply for coverage for the members of my family listed below:

from the first day you enter a hospital.
Good in any hospital in the world. We payt
in addition to any other insurance you
carry. We send you our payments Air
Mail Special Delivery so you have cash
on hand fast. No limit on number of times
you collect.

NAME

IMPORTANT: Check table below and lndlllle y..r first
premiiiii191ith application.
LOOK AT THESE
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE LOW RATES

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

BENEFICIARY

1.

2.
3.

2. We cover all accidents and
sicknesses,
except pregnancy' anr act of war or military service, pre-ex1sting accidents or

AT-300

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOS.PITALIZATION POUCY

READ YOUR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
1. You receive $100 cash weeklyTAX FREE-even for life,

•

DO THIS TODAY!
Fill out application below and mail right
away., Upon approval, your policy will b
promptly mailed. Coverage begins at noon
on effective date of your policy. Don't delay. Every day almost 50,000 people enter
hospitals. So get your protection now.

/

4.
To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
and free from any physical impai[ment, or disease? Yes 0 No 0
To the best of your knpwledge, have you or any member above listed had medical advice or
treatment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in the last five years?
Yes 0 No 0 If so, please give details stating person affected, cause, date, name and address
of attending physician, and whether fully recovered.

Pay Monthly Pay Yearly ·
Each child 18
and under pays
Each adult
19-64 pays
Each adult
65-100 pays

$280
$380
$590

$28
$38
$59

SAVE TWO MONTHS PREMIUM IY PAYI.NG YEARLYI

~UGUST 6, 1964

Neither I nor any person listed above uses tobacco or alcoholic beverages, and I hereby apply
for a policy based on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions originating
prior to its effective date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
written answers to the above questions.
Date:
Signed :X _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AT· IAT

Moil this application with your first premium to

1510

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATES, Inc., Box 131, Ultertyvlle,
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Sunday School L e s s o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - God's people learn to worship
BY HOMER WILMOTH
LAYMAN, FIRST CHURCH, ROGERS

. ExoDus 25-40
AUGUST 9,'-· 1964
GOD wanted worship to be the
very center of the lives of the
Israelit es. The Lord revealed to
Moses the way
they were to
worship, the type
of tabernacle to
be built, and the
things it was to
contain. God also
.gave instructioll8
about the priesthood.
MR. WILMoTH
In the very
first instruction that God gave to
Moses about worship, he tells of
the importance of giving. Verse 12, "And the Lord spake unto
Moses, saying: Speak unto the
children of Israel, that they bring
me an offering: of every man
that giveth it willingly witli his
heart ye shall take my offering."
God realized Israel's greatest
need, the need of. recognizing and
worshiping their God, the God
who had led them from captivity and bondage, the God who
had fed them and protected them,
the God ,who had guided them
through many trials and hardships.
In these first two verses of
scrip~,ure we see one of the greatest lessons of Christian stewardship. The Lord commanded Moses
to speak to the people about the
matter of giving, but it was to be
a willing offering or gift. God
implies that 't he gift is not to be
accepted unless it is given willingly from the heart. Perhaps no
gift, -however large or small, is acceptable in God's sight unless we
give through a spirit of willingne~ s, love· and unselfishness.
Certainly if these people were
required of God to give willingly,
we who are followers of Christ
should not need a commandment
ge Twenty-Two

about the stewardship of our
money and mat erial blessings.
Paul said in 2 Corinthians 9:7,
"For God loveth a cheerful giver." Our churches, our hospitals,
our schools, our mission causes
and all denominational work
would prosper if we would give
willingly and cheerfully.
Many of our churches are suffering today for lack of space and
adequate facilities to reach the
people. Many adults, young people, interqtediates, j uniors, and
people of every age group shall
never be reached. Why? Because
Christians are not willing t o give
unselfishly that the Lord's work
might increase.
These Israelites were to give
that a sanctuary, tabernacle, or
tent might be construct ed. 'This
sanctuary was to be a dwelling
place of God among the people.
(Exodus . 25 :8)
God still dwells in our places of
worship if we will let him. Many
of our programs are so designed
by men that we lost sight of the
Saviour and his love for us. •our
pulpits should be preaching
Christ, and nothing else for it is
by the foolishness of preaching
that men are saved.
This particular sanctuary was
to be a tent. These people were
migrant people and accustomed to
living in tents. God gave special
instructions for its construction
and size. The furnishings of the
tabernacle were to impress the
people of the greatness, goodness,
glory and righteousness o.f God.
The ark was to contain God's testimony. The golden candlestick
was to be kept burning at all
times in the sanctuary. It symbolized God as the source of all
light and also man's unceasing
worship 'of him. There was to be

the mercy seat and the table of
shewbread. The altar of burnt offerings was to be placed near the
entrance. This signifies the shedding of blood before we can come
into the presence. of God. The
shed blood 'of Christ is our sacrifice acceptable to God, but we
must accept this sacrifice already
made for us. We cannot worship
'God until we are cleansed through
the shed blood of Jesus.
In Exodus 35:20-22, we read of
the actions of . the people after
hearing the commands of God.
The Bible says, "And they came
every one whose heart stirred him
Up, and every one whom his spirit
ma~e willing, and they brought
the Lord's offering to the work of
the · tabernacle of. the congregation, and for all his service and
for the holy garments." The people came willinghearted, bringing
jewels, gold, earrings, rings,
bracelets, etc., both men and women. These people had seen the
providence of God, they had received the bountiful blessings
from above, and now they were
willing to give back to God that
his work might grow and prosper.
Christians, this is what we
need today ! We need our hearts
stirred, we need our spirits made
willing ·through love for God and
his work, in this matter of giving.
The Christian should be wiUing
to place the cause of Christ at the
top of the gift list. We give God
our leftovers, but he desires , and
demands our first love.
In Exodus 40:12-15, God directs the calling, annoint!ng and
sanctifying of Aaron and his sons
as priests that they might minister unto the Lord. Aaron was the
first high priest and the priesthood was held only by his desceqdants. 'I'hey were to h'ave
charge of the sanctuary and t he
altar. A pries't had the function
of interceding between man and
God. In the New Testament the
priestly functions are vested in
· Christ, to whom all may dra
near. (Hebrews 4: 14-16) . J es intercedes for us as we seek
through him.
Aaron and his sons were to
clean and consecrated that
might help the people to wo :
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God. These men were leaders in
worship for their people. We expect our Christian ministers and
leaders to be set aside, called out,
a nnointed of God, clean and conrated and rightly so. We as
Christian laymen should also set
these high standards of consecration for our own lives. We are endeavoring to lead a lost and dying
world to Jesus. We should be leading America back to God through
our daily Jiving. Our hope is in
the High Priest, Jesus Christ as
we seek God and his blessings.
God's glory in cloud and fire
are seen in Exodus 40:34-38.
After Moses had followed God's
command in preparing the tabernacle and its furnishings for worship, then the cloud covered the
tabernacle by day and fire was on
it by night. These were symbols
of God's presence and leadership
among these people because they
had followed his commands.

EX

Smile or T o
A -Arb

Pot shot
THE bride has just served her
first meal in her new home. "What
will I get," she asked, "if I cook
a dinner like this every night?"
Replied her 'husband gloomily,
"My insurance, no doubt."

And. then there were two!
SAID the professor :
"If there are any dumbbells in
the room, please stand up."
A long pause and then a lone
freshman stood up.
"What, do you consider yourself a d_umbbell ?"
"Well, not exactly that, sir, but
I do hate to see you standing by
yourself."

Emergency!
A LITTLE boy ran into a drugstore very excitedly and shouted:
"My dad's being chased by a
bull!"
"What do you want me to do
about it?" asked the nervous
clerk.
"Put film in my camera, quick!"
the boy replied.

paper n~ E
B-Bapt'•t Btiief :
B?okshelr p
C-Campus
1 1dedication piO; Chi • ' • ·
BL
dis rupts Bap tist w
to Geyer Spt;ng pi% ; C ..~r •
sey, author pi 2
D-Dodd, P. W . ordained pi
E-Education (letter! p-1
F~Ft . Smith: Firs t Churclt cbape
c lr pL
G-GA camp, Fat·on pl 3; Gamblin&: Ha ~
mercy, Lord, a poem pi5 : G od'~ peop~ earn to
worship (SS) pp22-23
M-Meachum, Lonnie supplying pl2; Yeasuremept IMR) p9: Mississippi Count y A oc ia tion
pii : Mintz, Mel to Memphis (letter) p-I
, 0-0BC Bible conference (PS) p2 ; honor r oll
(letter) p4
R-Revivals pp4, 11: Rich, C. W. to s peak pll ;
Ridgecrest: Chu·rch programming conference pl2
S-s·B C: New· education angle p5: Star City:
First Church coronation pll
T-Tht·ash, Melvin honored piO
U-Uncle Deak P9
W-Whitington, Mrs. Minnie Lu Hulsey dies
plO; Woman's place In world (CMH) p6
I

Key to listings : (BL) Beacon Lights of Baptist His tory; (CMH) Courtship, Marriage and
the Home;
(E) Erlitorial;
(PS) Personally
Speaking; (SS) Sunday School lesson; (MR)
Middle of the Road.

Bargqin day
MRS. Smith had spent some
time in exploring the dusky
recesses of a famous shop in an
eastern city.
"What is that quaint old figure
in the corner worth?" she asked at
last.
"About $75,000," whispered the
hm::rified salesman. "That's the
proprietor."

How blessed is the nation today
that will recognize God as the
one true God, that will follow
God's leadership, that will worship only him, that will give willingly to support the cause of
Christ in every land, and above
all that will not forget his mercy
and goodness to all who follow Free admission
Wage earner
him.
A LITTLE tot, in church for
WIFE: "Aren't you ashamed to
God will bless America today or the first time, watched the ushers bring home such a poultry check?"
any nation that will turn their pass the collection plates. When
Husband: "You mean paltry
face to him, seeking his leadership they neared the pew he piped up check."
for every day living. Our churches so everyone could hear-"Don't
Wife: "No, I mean poultry; it's
need to lead the way in the wor- pay for me, Daddy; I'm under chicken feed."
ship of God. If we will worship five."
God with regularity, we will be
drawn close to him. The church
CHURCH FURNITURE
has always been a spiritual light- One to a customer
house for wayfaring men, because
. LADY (visiting mink ranch) :
of the good news of Christ and "How many skins do you get from
At
his love for all mankind.
each animal?"
Farmer: "Only one, lady. If we
Many of our ehurches are conA
forming to the demands of the skin 'em twice, it makes 'em nervworld i•n their pattern of worship, ·ous !"
Price
in the times they can open and
close, but God's house is to be Sam who?
holy. It is to be a spiritual sanctuAny Church C.an Afford
INVENTOR : "I'm going to inary for men everywhere, of any
vent
a
gadget
that
will
enable
us
,
station in life, of every color or
WAGONER BROTHERS
to see right through walls."
nationality.
Friend: "But, Sam, one has alMANUFACTURING CO.
God demands of us today that · ready been invented."
Write or Call
Inventor: "And what is this mawe worship him if we are to rePhone OR 5-2468
ceive his leadership and providen- chine called?"
BOONEVILLE, ARKA~SAS
Friend: "A window."
tial care.
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Topless swim suits
SYD NEY (EP -A ethodist
clergyman's sugges io
that a
Newcastle city beach be set aside
to test reaction to omen's topless bathing suit ha~ -tirred controversy.
The Rev. Kingsley Bond, minister in char ge of a .. rewcastle,
New South Wale-, suburban cirGoldwater's faith
cuit, made his recommendation in
NEW YORK (EP) _ Senator a letter to the City Council. He
Barry Goldwater, 1964 Republi- had thought the communication
can Presidential llO.minee, has been to be "private," but his recoma member of the Protestant Epis- mendation was announced to the
' copal Church since he was bap- public when the Council reported
tized in Trinity Cathedral in it would debate the- plan at a future meeting.
Phoenix, Ariz.
He was born Jan. 1, 1909, three
His letter stated that his augyears before Arizona became a gestion was a "personal note" and
state. His mother, of Scottish an- not that of the Methodist Church
cestry, was a devout Episcopalian _ or any of its agencies.
whose husband, Baron, adopted
Such a test "would eliminate a
the faith when they were married. lot of futile controversy if the
The
Republican
candidate's fashion were given a trial on onegrandfather was Michael Gold- of our beaches," he wrote. "The
wasser, a Jew born in Poland who question would be settled quickly
emigrated to the gold fields of Cal- one way or another.
ifornia. He later changed his
~'The new fashion is not a matname and moved to Arizona be- ter of morals but merely of cus'
tom."
.
commg
a prosperou.s merchant.
Sen. Goldwater, not a particuMr. Bond cited his experience
larly regular church-goer, has said- as a missionary at Goodenough
that next to his mother, the two Island in New Guinea. "There
people to whom he owed the most were hundreds of native women in
were two Episcopal clergymen my congregation there who wore
Bishops William Scarlett a n
skirts without tops. I feel that
Walter Mitchell, both now retired. what's good for the church is good
Bishop Scarlett baptized the enough for the beaches."
young Goldwater at the Phoenix
church.
Honor Gen. Eisenhower
In recent years the two clergyNEW YORK (EP) - Former
men have taken sharp issue with President Dwight D. Eisenhower
some of Mr. Goldwater's political has been named to receive the secviews, but have maintained a ond annual Family of Man Award
friendly correspondence w i t h given by the Protestant Council of
bini.
the City of New York.
The senator was viewed in an
John Hay Witney, editor-inarticle in Christianity Today, con- chief and publisher of the New
servative Protestant fortnight- York Herald Tribune and chairly published in Washington, D. C.;" man of the 1964 award dinner
as "one of the most controversial committee, said the award will .be
Presidential nominees in Ameri- presented on Oct. 28 at a $100-aplate program which will benefit can history."
_"The conservative' political the Protestant Council's non-secviews of the one-time Episcopali- tarian Community Service Proan altar boy set him at odds with gram.
many American religious leaders
First recipient of the award
whose social philosophy promotes was the late President John F.
a centralization of government Kennedy, who was honored here
"":'hich Goldwater opposes," the ar- on Nov. 8 last year, shortly before
t1 cle said.
his tragic death.

d

Wallace side effect
TORONTO, Ont. (EP) - The
controversial lecture here by Alabama's segregationist Gov. George
Wallace produced a demonstration
by 1,000 pickets and, through the
ingenuity of some Toronto clergymen, several thousand dollars to
aid the wor_k of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., American integration
leader.
Before Gov. Wallace's arrival
here, a three-column advertisement appeared in a Toronto newspaper. It bade him welcome in the
name of the Martin Luther King
Fund.
The ad said Gov. Wallace wal'1
welcome in the city because of the
Canadian right of free speech, and
added that the fund, by taking up
a collection on the night of Gov.
Wallace's address, hoped to raise
$15,000 for Dr. King's Southern
Christian leadership Conference.
T h e advertised
"welcome "
while assuring the governor of 'a
fair hearing, said:
"We also assure you that the
racial policies you have espoused
in the past are not shared by the
vast majority of Canadians.
"In fact, an-ything less than the
acknowledgement of the full
rights of all men to human dignity
as equals in the sight of God and
man, is repugnant to us. We know
of no black and white before the
law."
The group concluded by stressing that they opposed Gov. Wallace's ideas as "inimical to human
progress everywhere.''

